SMALL RETAIL FORMAT SOLUTIONS

the responsive company™
Responding to Your Growing Needs

Since the start of the 21st Century, refrigerated and frozen food offerings have been on the increase in small retail venues like dollar, drug, and convenience stores. Even home improvement centers and general merchandise stores are seeing the value of cross-selling chilled food offerings. But, who do they turn to for their display cases and refrigeration systems? Well, for the past 20 years... and counting... the answer is Zero Zone.

Refrigeration Systems

Outdoor Parallel Systems
Condensing Unit Skids
Distributed Systems
Exterior Distributed Systems

The Zero Zone Team:
Your Single Point of Contact

- Quick Personalized Service
- Optional Site Surveys & Field Audits
- Tailored Scope of Work
- Refrigeration System Design
- Nationwide Refrigeration Installation & Service Network
- Expert Handling of Fast-Paced High-Volume Projects
- Flexibility for Us to Work with Your Installation Source
Display Cases

Hybrid™ Display Cases with Top-Mount Refrigeration

Zero Zone Hybrid™ freezers and coolers combine all of the benefits of a self-contained display case with the selling power and reliability of a supermarket case. Bringing together the best of both worlds, these remote cases are configured with a remarkably easy-to-install, top-mount modular refrigeration kit.

Zero Zone Installer Survey Results

- **100% are satisfied/very satisfied** with the overall quality of Zero Zone products.
- **100% are likely/very likely** to recommend Zero Zone products.
- **95.3% are satisfied/very satisfied** with the overall installation process.

Installer Comments:

- “It is impressive... the response and support provided by Zero Zone, something that is not all that common today.”
- “I really enjoy working with Zero Zone... the install is very smooth and callbacks are slim to none as the quality is amazing.”
- “We count it a privilege to install Zero Zone equipment.”
Zero Zone products are built with today's modern retailers in mind—assembled in the USA with the highest quality and innovation. Zero Zone gives you the flexibility, style, and energy efficiency you demand, while providing you with the responsive and personalized service you deserve.

“Our unrivaled industry experience gives you a competitive advantage. Our reliable support gives you peace of mind.”

~ Jason S., Program Manager